The following definition can be found in [6] and in a generalized form in [5] .
DEFINITION I. (Left-cover)
Let G and G' be cfgs~ G = (N,T,P,S), G' = (N',T,P',S') and L(G) = L(G'). G' leftcovers G if there is a homomorphism h from P' to P* (extended to P'*) such that (I) if S' w, then S w, and p such that S =~> w, there exists p' such that S' --~> w and
(2) for all h(p' ) = p.
In this definition p and p' denote the concatenations of the productions used in the left-most derivations.
LL-REGULAR GRAMMA~S~ AN EXTENSION OF LLIk) GRAMMARS DEFINITION (LL-regular grammar)
Let G = (N,T,P,S) be a cfg, w a regular partition of T . G is said to be an LL(~) grammar if, for any two left-most derivations of the forms (i) S~>wA~>wy~ * >wx,
(ii) s=~==> wA~=T~> w~ ,, * > wy, where x E y (mod ~), then we may conclude y = 6. A cfg G is said to be LL-regular or LLR if there exists such a partition W of T*.
The class of grammars introduced in [3] is in fact a subclass of our class of LLR grammars. We prefer to call those grammars strong LLR grammars to obtain a framework analogous to the LL(k) and strong LL(k) grammars. If we replace in definition 2 each occurrence of w and ~ in (i) by w I and ~I and in (ii) by w 2 and ~2 respectively, then we obtain the definition of a strong LL(~) grammar. It will be clear that every strong LLR grammar is LLR and easily can be verified that every LL(k) grammar is LLR.
Example A" Cfg G with only productions S ÷ aAaalbAbaalbAbab and A ÷ bAIb is neither LL nor strong LLR. However G is LLR. A regular partition for G is given in section 3.
THEOREM I.
a. Every LLR grammar is unambiguous b. No LLR grammar is left-recursive c. It is decidable whether a cfg is LL(w) for a given regular partition ~.
Since every left-recursive grammar can be covered by a non-left-recursive grammar [7] in some cases it may be useful to see if elimination of left recursion yields an LL(w) grammar for some regular partition w. Theorem Ic. can be proved in a way such that it amounts to the construction of the parsing algorithm. This algorithm will be 448 discussed in the following section.
The following two theorems have proofs which differ only in details of proofs for LL(k) and LE(k) grammars as given in [6] .
THEOREM 2.
Every LL(w) grammar, where W is a left congruence, is an LR(w) grammar.
Since a left congruence can always be found by refining of the partition we may say that every LLR grammar is also an LRR grammar. This inclusion is proper.
Example 2. Cfg G with only production S ÷ Cc, C ÷ Cblb is LR(0) and hence LEE, but G is not LLR.
Every LLR grammar G, such that ~ ~ L(G), has an equivalent LLR grammar G' in Greibach normal form (GNF). Moreover G' left-covers G.
Like the equivalent theorem for LL(k) grammars this theorem is useful in showing that a language may be non-deterministic, The LLR languages are properly contained in the LRR languages. For example, the language L = {cnd n, cn+ld n I n > I, 1 a I)
is a deterministic language, and therefore LRR, but it has no LLE grammar in GNF.
3, PARSING OF LL-REGUALR GRAMMARS
An LL-regular grammar can be parsed, after a regular pre-scan from right to left has been performed, by using a strict deterministic parsing method [2] . This section however is devoted to a generalization of the LL(kl-parsing method. This generalization is such that any LL(z) grammar can be parsed, after a regular pre-scan from right to left has been performed, with a l-predictive parsing algorithm.
First we need the following definition, in which ~ is a regular partition of T *, = (B0,BI,...,Bn) and ~ ~ V*. Notice that L(a) is a context-free language (cfl), B k is a regular set and therefore L(a) n Bk is a cfl. Hence it is decidable whether L(~) n B k is non-empty [4] .
This definition, together with lemma I we will give below, enables us to introduce the generalized parsing method. determine which production is to be used to expand A.
Starting with LL(w)-table T O = TS,{B0} , where B 0 = {e}, it is possible to determine the set T(G) of all relevant LL(w)-tables of G. In ~the example at the end of this section T(G) is given for the cfg of example I.
With the LL(~)-tables as input the following algorithm constructs a l-predictive parsing table.
In this algorithm we use the partition z0 = {aT* I a ~ T} u {£} and we require that partition ~ for which the parsing table is constructed is a refinement of T 0. We let w = {B0,BI,,..,Bn}, where B 0 = {~}. It is always possible to obtain such a partition w if G is LLR. The condition T ~ T 0 is introduced to prevent the parsing algorithm (see algoritm 2) from giving left parses for sentences which do not belong to L(G).
To each block in w we assign a unique number (0,1,2,...,n), and we let T also denote the set of these numbers. These numbers will be the output alphabet of the Moore machine in the parsing algorithm.
To each production in P we also assign a unique number and we let P also denote the set of these numbers. ii. X~ represents the string on the pushdown list (with X on top),
iii. ~ is the string on the output tape. From these properties and from theorem 3 it follows that every LLR grammar can be parsed, after a regular pre-scan has been performed, with respect to a simple LL(1) gr azlTlar.
